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All you have are some bottles of antidote and some entry-level weapon sets you can choose from.
You fill confront some serious undead forces. Each level is a battle with a mini-boss and his minions.

The DLC contains:

5 levels.
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Nice game but useless without mouse wheel ! great artworkI only have trackpad wich stops the game progression. fun while it
lasted and nice atrwork from Russian artist. amazing,,,,,,,,, A M A Z I N G ost. id recommend to everyone who digs jazzy
ambient metal\/chipstep with a darker tone. man its a weird genre though. It is like darkest dungeon type game but difficulties is
easier.
So if you like party dungeon RPG like darkest dungeon and you want easier game play, you may like this game.

Thanks for making this tiny but nice game to us.. It dosn't let me install... :(. You don't need go to Las Vegas if u have this
game// j/k...
but it's very good game.with a big story and so much thing to win.. EDIT: Canginging my review from "Not Recommended" to
"Recommended". I decided to Give the game another go after reading the news of uptates and It's like a totally different game
now. Amost everything I complained about in my original review has been fixed and they even completely revamped the map
and it looks great now instead of just a big, flat empty map. There are still some bugs like some equipment won't attach to your
vehicle and the only work around Iv'e found for that is to save, quit, and come back in then it will work. There are some strange
lines that go through some of the fields that you can fall thorugh and get under the map and also the tunnels at the end of the
map you can just drive through and fall right off the map, but they are doing weekely patches to this game which is fantastic and
each update is pretty big and I expect those things to be fixed very soon. I will say this game probably should not have come out
when it did and obviously needed a few more months of work or at least should have been sold as an early access game and not a
full release, but if you have any interest in farming games this is now a pretty good game to pick up.

ORIGINAL REVIEW.
Absolutely awful. In the past year I have discovered the Farming Simulator games and fell in love with them. So once I heard
about this game I was pretty interested. I bought it and refunded it within an hour. It's horrible. Best way I can describe it is, it
feels like it's still in the pre alpha stage of development or a $5 android game. The textures won't load in until your about 5 feet
away from what you're looking at, if you let go of the accelerator when driving no matter how fast you are going you instantly
stop, the sounds of the tractors are like a dying vaccum cleaner, the turning raidus on all vehicles is terrible, nothing will steer as
far as you need it to go, everything lookls like it's gliding off the ground, and I can go on and on with the problems this game has
but I won't. Instead I'll just say this, for $40 the developers are out of their mind and have a lot of guts selling something like
this that is this bad. If you haven's played a farming game before just go buy Farming Simulator 17 or if you already have it and
are looking for something else, Look into Pure Farming 18. It's not out yet at the time of this review but it should be soon and
looks like a good contender for farming games.
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This game could be really wholesome and relaxing. Sadly, it's just unnerving and frustrating because it has one of the worst
controls I ever encountered.. The game is awesome and I can't wait to buy the next episode there are somethings they need to fix
and the story is awesome too!. if constant errors and crashes is your thing then try this game... I love this demo. I see how it is
easy to get motion sickness from. Just take your time and look straight when you're moving. I really want a Deus Ex VR game.
The NPC models at the end are amazing.

I'm currently playing Deus Ex Mankind Divided and this demo really brought the universe to life for me.. was not actually
interactive just clicked through riddles.... I would love to recommend this. IF IT BLOODY WORKED!
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